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Chapter 8: Search Engine Freedom
8.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to develop a general framework for the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search engines, a framework that is shortly denoted by ‘search engine freedom’. Drawing on the conclusions in the previous chapter, the analysis will focus on the ways in which the right to freedom of expression may be invoked in the context of search engines by a search engine provider, on the one hand, and the information providers and end-users it mediates between on the other hand.

Search engine governance involves a great variety of public and private interests related to the effective and free dissemination of information and ideas, and the restrictions on such free dissemination. The three primary stakeholders, namely search engine providers, information providers, and end-users, have competing interests in the governance of information flows through the medium. And amongst information providers and end-users the types of interests vary as well. Moreover, third parties, such as private individuals, rights holders or public authorities have demonstrated their interests in the governance of search media through litigation and calls for regulation.

A complexity arises from the character of the decisions that are made by a search engine provider. A search engine combines a passive instrumental role with a role of independent communicator about information. It facilitates accessibility and mediates between information providers and end-users, but it does so by adding value through its selection and ranking decisions, which have considerable impact on what ends up being found by end-users. Most search engines, and selection intermediaries more generally, do not make individual determinations of the value of each source of online information in their index but predominantly use automated procedures, web data mining, and end-user data processing and modeling to decide which sources of information to prioritize over others.

This chapter will mostly focus on the question about the scope of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search. This scope of the right to freedom of expression and information will be addressed in relation to the existing and possible restrictions that could stand in the way of the freedom of expression interests of the primary stakeholders to materialize. A range of existing, proposed or hypothetical legal restrictions on any of the communications between the primary stakeholders aimed at the governance of accessibility will be discussed to develop the argument in this chapter. Whenever feasible, reference will be made to specific proposals for the adoption of a specific type of restriction on search engine operations. Notably, some of the legal restrictions on the right to freedom of expression in the context of search will be addressed in much more detail in the third part of this dissertation, which focuses on specific regulatory issues relating to access and quality in search engines.

The focus will be placed on restrictions of a legal nature and the role of the state or of government is of central concern. Moreover, the analysis is, like in the rest of this study, restricted to issues that are relevant from the perspective of the free circulation of information and ideas, and in particular the governance of accessibility, which lies at the core of governance of information flows in the Web search context. The discussion of the scope of freedom of expression will be tied to the question about the implications of Article 10 ECHR. The ECtHR has not addressed search engines in any of its rulings yet, so
one have to draw analogies to other contexts to be able to address the implications of Article 10 ECHR for the possible legal governance of search engines. This has informed the analysis of freedom of expression in the context of the press, access providers and libraries in Chapters 5 to 7. These chapters have provided a broader picture of the way in which the implications of the right to freedom of expression are informed by the role of media and communication providers in the public information environment. The conclusions of these chapters about the relevant elements of freedom of expression doctrine will be used in this chapter and in the next part of this thesis.

Article 10 ECHR literally describes the freedom to receive and impart information and ideas as communicative actions which are protected. However, as was demonstrated in the previous chapters, it protects a broader range of communicative actions, including the right to transmit information freely, the right to use communicative means. The same is true for the First Amendment. Article 10 ECHR also implies a right to be able to effectively exercise one’s freedom to impart or receive information and ideas, a right that can become relevant in horizontal relations. This focus on the freedom to communicate in different ways and capacities implies that to study the implications of the right to freedom of expression one could zoom in on the various communications that are taking place, identify the possible interferences with these communications and discuss their legal legitimacy under the European Convention. However, such an endeavor would be both too limited and too broad for a number of reasons.

First, not only communicative actions but also actions that are indirectly linked to communication can be protected under the right to freedom of expression. For instance, the right to freedom of expression also protects the freedom to decide how to use the means to communicate. For example, a restriction on the freedom of a theatre proprietor to decide to whom the theatre will be rented for public performances can be seen as an infringement. It can also protect media against special restrictive legal treatment, such as discriminatory taxation. In other words, the scope of freedom of expression also includes actions that are only indirectly related to communication but facilitate or are a necessary part for various actors to exercise it. Trying to discuss all these possibilities does not seem to be a valuable approach.

Second, not all kinds of communicative actions are meaningfully protected by the right to freedom of expression. The right to freedom of expression tends to protect the actions that have become to be seen as legally meaningful from the perspective of the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression. Typical examples of such actions that are considered to be of particular importance are the right of citizens to speak publicly about matters of public concern, the editorial freedom of newspapers to decide which articles to print, the right to publish information without asking the authorities for permission, or the right of citizens to use electronic communications networks freely. Thus, conceptualizing the scope of freedom of expression in the context of search, it may be more productive to look for a characterization of search engine freedom that encapsulates the ‘typical’ scope in the context of search.

565 See e.g. Schauer 2004.
As mentioned, the typical scope of the right to freedom of expression is connected to the normative theories underlying the right to freedom of expression. The end-user’s freedom to receive information and ideas freely and become an informed citizen is considered to be worth protecting because of the importance of informed citizens in a democratic society and their individual autonomy. Similarly, the analysis of freedom of expression theories for the press, ISPs and libraries in Chapters 5 to 7 demonstrate that the protection of these entities under Article 10 ECHR strongly takes into account the ‘societal role’ of these media. For instance, the function of the press as public watchdog and as platform for debate about matters of public concern informs strong protection of the press. This freedom related to the production and selection of information and ideas is meant to guarantee that public debate can be ‘uninhibited, robust and wide-open’, as formulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in *Sullivan*. In the case of Internet access providers, freedom of expression theory stresses the protection of the interests of end-users and information providers, precisely because of the relatively passive intermediary role of ISPs, to provide access. In short, the right to freedom of expression helps to protect the ‘public freedom of expression interest’ in the free dissemination of information and ideas. And similar to the case of access providers, the press and libraries, if search engines can be demonstrated to have a particular role related to the right to the public interests in freedom of expression, they could receive more protection.

When answering the question about such public interest, it has to be kept in mind that it would be wrong to make freedom of expression fully instrumental to a particular conception of the public interest in the free circulation of information, knowledge and ideas. There is no agreement about the definition of such a conception in freedom of expression theory. The discussion in Chapter 6 of the possible claim of access providers under the right to freedom of expression in the United States when asked to act as common carriers may serve as an example of this disagreement. The law and freedom of expression doctrine have referred to different public interests underlying freedom of expression, but they have also protected the right to freedom of expression independently. In the search engine context this protection independent of the public interest means that freedom of expression simply protects the communications between the information provider and the search engine and the communications between the search engine and the end-user against undue interference by public authorities or as a result of other legal restrictions.

The chapter will proceed in the following order. First, a number of general starting points for a discussion of the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the context of search engines will be discussed (Section 8.2). Drawing on a comparison between the entities discussed in Chapter 5, 6 and 7, Section 8.3 develops a conceptualization of the societal role of search engines, in which the implications of the fundamental right to freedom of expression can be incorporated. Section 8.4 discusses the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the most important communicative actions of search engine providers. After this, Sections 8.5 and 8.6 provide additional perspectives on search engine freedom, from the perspective of information providers and end-users respectively.

8.2 Search engine governance: starting points

8.2.1 Introduction

---

The Web search medium is a new and complex phenomenon in information law and policy. To be able to address the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search in this chapter, this section will first address some of the general characteristics of Web search governance. The following characteristics will shortly be addressed, as well as the way and the extent to which they will be addressed later in this and the next chapters: First, the structure of the search engine market and the prevailing business model for general purpose search engines. Second, the fact that online search services tend to be publicly accessible on the one hand and could be argued to be part of the public information environment accordingly, but they operate close to and often in the private realm of the end-user on the other hand. Third, the existing legal and regulatory environment search engines act in is in its infancy. And finally, search engines like many online services act in the global information environment made possible by the Internet, thereby presenting a number of issues relating to legal jurisdiction.

8.2.2 The search engine market and its business model

In the first part of the thesis the general structure of the search engine market was analyzed and the prevailing business model for general purpose search engines discussed. Monetization strategies can vary, but most services have an advertisement-based business model. This entails the auction of sponsored search results, which are placed next to organic search results. Publicly funded general purpose search engines are absent and over the last two decades the market has developed into an oligopoly of a few globally operating services, in which Google is by all measures the dominant player. Nonetheless, it was observed in the first part of this study that there remain many other entities, including specialized search portals, directories, Web publishers and new phenomenon like micro-blogging sites and social networks, that strongly contribute to the function of facilitating access to, and the findability of, information online. It has to be acknowledged that linking and referencing is a core function of the web environment more generally and which cannot be monopolized by a single search engine or single type of service.

Most search engines and other selection intermediaries are provided by private actors on a commercial basis. The dominant business model, discussed in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3, involves the sale of targeted reference space. The commercial nature of the services implies that they operate in a vertical relation with the state and a horizontal relation with end-users and information providers. As publicly funded search engines remain the exception, the analysis will focus primarily on the legal governance of commercial search services. A publicly funded search engine would have a comparable relation with the state as the public library. It would act in a vertical relationship with end-users and information providers, which would imply that the latter could have a more straightforward claim under freedom of expression with regard to the governance of information flows.

The advertisement based business model brings with it a number of regulatory issues relating to the law and regulation with regard to commercial advertising and the possible impact of advertising on the governance of the medium. The separation of advertising and editorial content in print media has served as a model for the legal governance of search media in the context of the demarcation of organic and sponsored results. The resulting regulatory framework will be more thoroughly discussed in Chapter
10. Further below in this Chapter, the connection to the development of a body of professional ethics of search engine governance and its relation to the right to freedom of expression will be explored.

Search media provide findability in the public networked information environment which not only provides for access to sources of knowledge, information and ideas, but also to a variety of other service providers and e-commerce sites. As a result, search engine do not only play an important role in the marketplace for information and ideas but also, and not in the least, in actual markets for actual goods and services. The commercial nature of many of the communications in the search engine context can become relevant for the protection under the right to freedom of expression. The right to freedom of expression does not protect commercial and non-commercial communications to the same degree. Generally, governments have more leeway to regulate commercial communications. It could be argued that the persuasive presence of commercial communications in general purpose search results, both in sponsored and natural results, gives more room for an active regulatory role and specific restrictions on the freedom of search engine providers. For example, in a recent judgment the U.S. Ninth Circuit characterized the selection decisions of specialized service for finding housing opportunities as commercial speech. This meant it could apply the less restrictive test for restrictions of commercial speech to a legal restriction on the operation of search engines pursuant to the Fair Housing Act.  

8.2.3 Public and private nature of Web search communications

This study has focused on Web search services which are offered to the public at large through a publicly accessible location on the Internet. Moreover, they index and refer their users to publicly accessible online destinations. Thus, search engines can be said to operate in the public networked information environment, alongside others such as online publishers. However, it is clear that the use of search engines often takes place in the privacy of the home, or in the relative privacy of the workplace. In addition, the interactive nature of the service implies that the actual communications that are taking place between end-users and search engine providers are primarily of a private nature.

To summarize, search media are arguably public, in the sense that the service is offered to the public and its search results refer to publicly accessible destinations. But their actual offering are quite private, since the actual output of search engine consists of a specific individualized set of search results offered to a particular end-user, in response to a particular query at a certain place and time. The increased personalization of search engine services shifts the nature of these services and their offerings more into the private, individualized sphere. There is no longer such a thing as ‘the’ references offered by a search engine. The offering of ranked collections of search results have started to depend so much on private interaction with specific end-users that the output of search engines becomes ill-defined without reference to their specific queries under specific circumstances.

From a constitutional perspective and in particular from the perspective of the important constitutional dichotomy between public and private communications, the private nature of the actual output to end-
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users, and the dependency of the output on particular end-users, could have implications for the role of government with regard to the communications that are taking place in the context of search. It could be argued that the reading of a newspaper or a book is also of a private nature. The difference, however, is that the actual output of search engines has become hard to define, without taking into consideration the actual user behavior. A newspaper or a book does not change its content depending on the choices of its specific reader. The relative private nature of the communications between end-users and search engines constitute an additional barrier for involvement by public authorities, as the communications are taking place in the private realm, where it would be less appropriate to regulate. As in the case of Internet access providers, not only Article 10 ECHR but also Article 8 ECHR is relevant.

8.2.4 A legal and regulatory framework in its infancy

Search engines operate in a regulatory framework that is still in its infancy. Search engine law and regulation consist of a mix of the maturing application of general applicable laws, a growing body of self-regulation, and in some jurisdictions a few search engine specific legal provisions such as the DMCA safe harbor for search engines mentioned in Chapter 6. This mix of different elements of search engine makes it much harder to tackle search engine law and regulation as a whole.

As mentioned, for the most part search engine law consists of the application of generally applicable laws. Hence, when restricted to issues relating to the free dissemination of information and ideas, the study of search engine law consists of the study of tort law (including defamation law, privacy law and unfair competition law), property law, copyright and database law, trademark law, advertising law, consumer protection law, and data privacy laws as they apply to the search engine context. This does not mean that the application of these general laws does not involve issues that are specifically related to search engines, but it simply means that the specific rules that have been applied in this process are judge made. As will become clear in greater detail throughout the remainder of this study, the right to freedom of expression – through the doctrines of direct or indirect horizontal effect of fundamental rights – has sometimes played a significant role in the debates about the proper application of these general laws and there are several judgments that specifically address this question.

The statutory safe harbors for third party liability are currently the only example of search engine specific regulation. And these search engine specific safe harbors only exist in the United States and not at the EU level. As was shown in Chapter 6, these safe harbor provisions internalize the right to freedom of expression into the standard for intermediary liability for third party activity to some extent.

570 Due to personalization, a somewhat similar development can be observed in the context of in electronic media more generally. See also Section 10.2.1.
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Except for these safe harbors, specific government involvement with search engines has mostly followed the self-regulatory paradigm for Internet content regulation, which was discussed in Chapter 6. Many of these proposals will be discussed in detail below, in particular how they relate to the right to freedom of expression.

It is important to note here that the call for search engine specific self-regulation often overlaps with the debate about the proper application of generally applicable laws. Generally applicable tort law, for instance, is indeterminate enough to argue both ways. It may be argued on the one hand that search engines should remove illegal information from their index upon request to escape general tort liability. On the other hand one may argue that search engines have no such obligation and that any removal of sources of information is thereby voluntary. Moreover, what could be considered self-regulation at one point in time could become an expected duty of care under general tort law principles if it is widely adopted. As was discussed in more depth in Chapter 6, Internet self-regulation often involves a high level of involvement by public authorities, which warrants the question of to what extent self-regulation merely informalizes the regulatory role of the state instead of minimizing it. This question is particularly relevant for the legitimacy of interferences with the right to freedom of expression under Article 10 ECHR. Any interference by public authorities with the right to freedom of expression, including informal ones, has to be ‘prescribed by law’.

8.2.5 Search engine governance, a global Internet and jurisdiction

The establishment of jurisdiction over online services and information providers is an important and complex issue. Compared to Internet access providers, most Web search engines have relatively weak jurisdictional ties. General purpose Web search engines like the one provided by Google operate on a global scale and, unlike access providers, they can easily be provided from abroad like any other Web site. Increasingly, Web search providers tend to diversify their services into country – or language – based versions. In addition, geo-location software is used to target search results based on location, implying that search engines tend to know the location of specific users. Still, end-users typically remain free to choose which of the language or country specific services to use. This presents a number of problems for any type of country-specific search engine law and policy.

To be able to regulate or apply existing general laws to search engines in specific circumstances, the A State should be able to claim jurisdiction in a way that is in line with fundamental principles of international law. These principles include the right to freedom of expression and information which specifically protects the free flow of information between jurisdictions. Considering the international nature of the offering of Web search providers and the design and the general governance of the Internet as a universal network of interconnected networks more generally, it is likely that different countries only have a limited claim of jurisdiction over the infrastructure and communications of a
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specific search engine provider. This means that the scope of national law is only applicable or regulation could only be adopted with regard to that ‘part’ of the service.

The limitations this implies with regard to the effectiveness of any type of country-specific regulation that tries to restrict accessibility of content through search engines are obvious. Laws and policies which would aim to facilitate accessibility may end up being more effective. The search engine laws and policies that end up being adopted should not only respect the accepted principles of jurisdiction, but should also be enforceable. The enforceability of laws on the Internet used to be seen as the major obstacle for effective regulation of content flows by national law. It is now generally accepted that well-designed rules and policies can be enforced, even with regard to services and information providers on the Internet.\textsuperscript{580}

8.3 Between access and quality: the societal role of search media

8.3.1 The role of search engines in the networked information environment: a comparison

As noted above, search engines combine an intermediary function, between information providers and end-users, with an independent function of communicator of information about information. In their capacity as intermediary, search engines are maybe better qualified as a \textit{meta-medium}. In their capacity of independent communicator, search engines act as content (references) providers themselves, making choices about their communicative actions independent of information providers, end-users and others. As will become apparent in the following sections, both perspectives have their own merits and can help to properly answer the questions about the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search.

Search engines do more than just providing references to the information and ideas which are available online in return to user queries. This can be clarified by comparing the function of Internet access providers in the networked information environment, as discussed in Chapter 6, with the function of search engines. An Internet access provider is an essential but invisible part in any attempt of an end-user to access information online. In principle, an access provider - that does not block or discriminate\textsuperscript{581} - makes every online destination similarly accessible to its subscribers.

The function of search engines is different from Internet access providers in two fundamental ways. First, they are not a necessary part in the communicative process between information online and end-users. An online destination can be reached without the use of a particular search engine, either directly by using its address on the Web or indirectly by using another search or recommendation service or following a hyperlink elsewhere.

Second, search engines do not facilitate equal access to everything on the Web. They do not connect all end-users to all online destinations but mediate between the two sides on the basis of range of content.

\textsuperscript{580} See generally, Goldsmith & Wu 2006.

\textsuperscript{581} But as was discussed in Chapter 6, even ISPs sometimes make decisions that impact on the (relative) accessibility of information. For instance, ISPs could decide to block access to material. ISPs can also have a less direct impact through the caching of material and the reservation of special capacity for certain content providers. See Section 6.4.2 and Section 6.5.1.
destination, and end-user and query-specific characteristics. This mediation is carried out by its decisions and algorithms about the crawling of online material and their selection, ranking and presentation of references. In other words, search engines are not neutral by nature. They actively match information providers (including advertisers) and end-users and this active role with regard to the valuation of different online destinations for its users is what helps to make one search engine more valuable than another.

While search engines do more than providing access, they also do less – as regards the valuation and selection of content – than an actual content provider. This can be clarified with a comparison of the function and the strength of editorial control that is asserted over information flows in the search engine context with the function of the press or the mass media more generally.

The function of search engines is different in two important ways. First, the press does not only select which information and ideas to present to its users, it actually publishes the information itself, thereby making itself into the source of publicity. While the press takes the responsibility for the publicity of information and ideas (as well as the non-publicity of what it did not decide to print), search engines merely refer to what is already published. In Chapter 5, it was shown that while the press has also been recognized as a platform for information and ideas to find their way to an audience, its primary role is considered to be to actively select what information to publish, using and relying on some and discarding others. By deciding about the trustworthiness of sources and the newsworthiness of the events they report about, they are actively helping to construct the boundaries of public debate a role that has given them the name gatekeepers.

Second and related, because of its role to facilitate the navigation of the online information environment, a search engine’s value greatly depends on the comprehensiveness of its index. Consequently, search engines tend to be far less restrictive in their selection decisions than content providers like the media. Search engines simply cannot be very restrictive in terms of crawling and indexing, because they would simply loose their navigational function for the Web if they would discard sources of online information that end-users are or might be looking for. ‘Recall’, one of the two traditional criteria for the quality of information retrieval systems, demands that the index of information retrieval systems should be as comprehensive as possible. On top of that, the sheer amount of available resources online makes it attractive and possibly commercially imperative to rely on others, including information providers, to decide what to index. In practice, the control over indexing and selection is therefore de facto shared and distributed. The power of search engines lies not in the exclusion of material but in making material more readily accessible, i.e. matching specific end-users with specific sources of information based upon decisions made by search engine providers and to some extent programmed into the search engines’ architectures. To conclude, whereas a search engine does try to help end-users find the most valuable or relevant online destinations, it does not, except in certain circumstances, try to prevent its users from accessing online information and ideas of low quality or of other undesirable characteristics.

---
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To better understand the role of search engines in the public networked information environment better it is useful to compare the accessibility governance of search engines, with the collection and decisions about availability and accessibility that are made in the context of libraries and which were discussed in Chapter 7. Both the search engine and the library combine an intermediary function and an active function with regard to the selection of sources of information and ideas, but they do so in different ways. Simply put, libraries first select information and ideas which are allowed to enter their collections. These collection decisions reflect criteria relating to quality. Hence, decisions about quality are part of the governance of availability. This selective role of libraries is informed by their mission: public libraries, amongst other things, provide basic access to knowledge and our cultural heritage. A lot of media and information in the public information environment, such as commercial communications, illegal material or self-published content are typically not included in library collections in the first place. After the collections have been established, libraries provide an accessibility infrastructure for their patrons that makes everything in the collection findable. The library collection is made transparent for end-users through an accessibility architecture that is comprehensive and aims to be follow scientific criteria for the organization of material.

Like newspapers, or libraries, Web search engines could pre-select and exclude information and ideas from their indexes. In particular they could do so on the basis of quality. Generally speaking, search engines do exclude large amounts of material from their index, but they do so for different reasons than newspapers or libraries. For instance, all general purpose search engines exclude material because of legal restrictions, because of search engine manipulation and because of crawling instructions by information providers. All general purpose search engines have serious and ongoing problems with illegal or harmful publications by third parties in their indexes. The same search engine that can be used for looking up information about 17th-Century pre-industrial production processes or finding tickets for the 2010 World Cup in South Africa provides access to hardcore pornography, racial hatred, and illegal advertising. Most search engines have standard optional filters to prevent indecency from entering their search results. There are several possible legal restrictions on the lawfulness of including material in the index, for instance because of the existence of exclusive rights with regard to the underlying information, such as copyright law, database law, or because of content-specific restrictions such as defamation law, privacy law, data protection law, and child pornography law. The legal regime for search engine intermediary liability as well as their involvement in content regulation will be discussed in Chapter 9.

8.3.2 Search engine governance: between access and quality

It must be concluded from the above that search engines are more actively involved with content than access providers because of their role in selecting and valuating sources of information and ideas online. At the same time they are less actively involved as content providers like the press, because their selection decisions are relatively passive and merely refer to online destinations without taking responsibility for their existence. Moreover, search engines facilitate and exert power over the relative accessibility of information and ideas, not over its availability.
In one of the most thoughtful attempts to conceptualize the societal role of search media in the networked information environment, Dutch philosophers of science Marres and De Vries pointed out that search engines have to reconcile two conflicting ideals: the ideal of *universal access* on the one hand and the ideal of *information quality* on the other hand.\(^{584}\) The first ideal is to help end-users to navigate the *entire Web*, by ordering it making the material that is available, transparent and universally accessible. The second ideal is to prioritize valuable and accurate information and ideas over lesser ones and to exclude illegal or harmful material. Marres and De Vries point out that the resolution of these conflicting ideals in the ‘old’ public information environment used to be based on the conceptual separation between the production and legitimization of information and ideas on the one hand and the subsequent use of it on the other hand.

For instance, the New York Times traditionally claims to include “*all that is fit to print.*”\(^{585}\) This implies the exclusion of stories that could not be confirmed by reliable sources, irrelevant information, and opinion of low quality. In other words, the legitimacy of the material ending up in a newspaper was, at least in theory, carefully guarded. The ideal of (universal) access was restricted to everything fit to print and the freedom and responsibility of newspapers to decide what was fit to print, i.e. their editorial freedom, was seen as an essential element of a free press.

Likewise, a library first selects the sources it subsequently makes accessible.\(^{586}\) Libraries apply quality criteria in the context of these selection decisions. They used to rely on established sources of information and ideas, and everything below a certain quality and relevancy threshold would and could be discarded. After having established a collection, a transparent accessibility infrastructure, informed by professional principles for the organization of knowledge, would ensure universal access to the materials that had been selected.\(^ {587}\) Of course, library accessibility infrastructures such as their classification systems also have their biases, and accessibility is not always guaranteed in practice.\(^ {588}\) The important point, however, is that in the print-based public information environment, access and quality were separated: libraries did not have to worry about quality standards in the context of accessibility, because of the simple fact that the book is available in the library means that it is a legitimate source of information for library patrons. Moreover, in their collection selection decisions libraries could rely on publishers which would only publish what they considered to be of high enough quality. Notably, the provision of Internet access in libraries, addressed in Chapter 7, has broken down the traditional separation of the governance of quality and access in libraries. Internet access in libraries extends the library collection beyond the sphere of materials with institutional guarantees relating to information quality.

---

\(^{584}\) Marres & De Vries 2002.

\(^{585}\) See e.g. The New York Times 1901 (“Only the news that is ‘fit’ to print finds place in its columns.”).

\(^{586}\) See Section 7.4.

\(^{587}\) Although libraries may sometimes place restrictions on access to certain books, such as rare, valuable or pornographic books. See Bowker & Leigh Star 2000, p. 11.

\(^{588}\) On the social and political consequences of classification as a phenomenon, see Bowker & Leigh Star 2000.
Marres and De Vries point out that the traditional separation between the production and legitimization of knowledge and its use no longer exists in the context of the Web. Furthermore, and more fundamentally, they assert that the legitimization of sources of information and ideas no longer takes place through the governance of availability but through the governance of accessibility. In other words, competition in the marketplace of information and ideas has partly shifted from competition in the context of the platforms of publishing media to competition in the context of search media and selection intermediaries.

In general, the ideals of universal access and information quality lie at the core of many of the debates about the governance of information flows on the Internet. The networked information environment and the related possibility of self-publication and further dissemination to the public unrestricted by traditional knowledge institutions and the mass media has broken down the institutional encirclement of certain sources of information for societal consumption. This ‘disintermediation’ is seen as one of the central promises of the Internet and the Web by those that lamented the gatekeeping power of mass media and traditional knowledge institutions. At the same time, this may be seen as the central flaw of the Internet by those who place more emphasis on the public interest in restricting access to uncontrolled flows of information and ideas and on the value of shared platforms for debate and circulation of information and ideas which guarantee minimal levels of quality.

Freedom of expression theory also reflects these conflicting ideals of quality and universal access. Meiklejohn for instance has argued that the value of freedom of speech does not lie in everyone’s freedom to speak but that “everything worth saying shall be said.” In other words, freedom of expression law and theory should place emphasis on the creation of a framework that helps to foster a public debate of high accessibility and quality. Selection decisions with regard to information flows would be protected because they contribute to this ideal. Early in the Twentieth Century Walter Lippmann made a particularly strong argument in favor of information quality on the basis of the freedom of expression theory related to democratic self-governance. In Liberty and the News, Lippmann dismissed some of the most famous arguments for the freedom of the press as the expression of indifference over information quality and the formation of public opinion. He considered this indifference with regard to the functioning of the press wholly irrational:
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“In a few generations it will seem ludicrous to historians that a people professing government by the will of the people should have made no serious effort to guarantee the news without which a governing opinion cannot exist.”

At least as prominent in freedom of expression law and theory, however, is the principle that the government through its laws and policies should not be allowed to restrict access to information or access to audiences but leave this to the ‘marketplace of information and ideas’ and the free choices of individuals instead. More speech is better, because it increases competition between speakers and exposes end-users to a wider range of information and ideas. In addition, choices about the relative value of information and ideas should be left to the free market. In the context of the press, controlling and restricting the media in view of information quality is considered an infringement with the press’ editorial freedom, which strongly protects the press against access regulation. As was discussed in Chapter 5 with regard to the implications of the right to freedom of expression for commercial communications, First Amendment doctrine contains a particularly strong assumption in favor of the public’s rationality.

The breaking down of the separation between quality and access governance in the networked information environment leads Marres and De Vries conclude that the societal legitimization of knowledge now de facto takes place through processes of opening up. This opening up of the networked information environment, understood as the process of connecting information and ideas online to their societal use, is not a technical undertaking but must be understood as a societal and political process. Web search engines in particular help to construct the boundaries of accessibility in the new networked public information environment. Interestingly, Marres and De Vries express particular interest in the possible role of government to resolve these competing ideals, and they point to the importance of considering a facilitative role of government. In their view, the opening up of the Web is process to which the government and public institutions could contribute.

If one follows this logic, the overarching public interest lies in the establishment of a rich and robust societal infrastructure for the opening up of the Web, one which fosters the societal project of the legitimization and contestation of information and ideas in the public networked information environment. This characterization of the public interest in the governance of accessibility of the Web is attractive precisely because it captures both perspectives, i.e. access and quality, which lie at the core of search engine governance. This conception clarifies that search engine providers have to make non-trivial choices with regard to the balance between access and quality. These non-trivial choices are a direct result of the dynamics in the public networked information environment they are acting in. Publicity is no longer restricted to entities that offer a priori institutional legitimacy to the information and ideas they make public. More fundamentally, the choices are not only non-trivial, they are of a political nature and involve the complex balancing of different public and private interests, including the interests of end-users and information providers.
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Of course, an important underlying question is how different Web search engines have ended up dealing with the tension between the ideals of access and quality which is inherent in the governance of their service. From a legal and normative perspective, the question is in what way search engines can and should be able to assert the right to freedom of expression in view of possible restrictions on the freedom to decide about information flows through their services. In the next section, these questions will be addressed in more depth. A general distinction will be made between two types of decisions a search engine has to make about its governance of accessibility. The first type is about the inclusion and exclusion of information providers in its index, while the second type is about the selection, ranking and presentation of references from its index to an end-user in response to a query. Further in this chapter the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the communicative liberties of end-users and information providers will be discussed in relation to the freedom of search engine providers.

8.4 Search engine providers and the right to freedom of expression

8.4.1 Introduction

Van Eijk has already noted the difficulties of qualifying search engines in light of the right to freedom of expression because of the complex role discussed above. For reasons related to this double role of search engines with regard to online communications, Van Eijk asserts that the freedoms to impart or receive information, as explicitly mentioned in Article 10 ECHR, are not the main aim of search engines since the information is already present and accessible directly. A search engine does not and cannot change that. Van Eijk concludes that a search engines facilitates access to information and does not offer access to information itself. He asserts that this activity of making accessible should have a similar status under Article 10 ECHR as the activity of disclosing or disseminating information and ideas. In other words, it is the function of search engines to make specific information, out of the abundance of information online, more readily accessible. Web search engines impact the relative accessibility of information which is already publicly available for Internet end-users. Therefore, an analysis of the implications of freedom of expression in the context of search engines should focus on the governance of such accessibility.

8.4.2 The freedom to publish referencing information and the freedom to crawl

If we turn to the question about the implications of the right to freedom of expression as protected by Article 10 ECHR for search engine providers, an important starting point is that the publication of search results by a publicly accessible search engine is clearly protected under Article 10 ECHR. The publication of search results itself constitutes a publication of the search engine provider for its end-users. In other words, a search engine does not only facilitate access to information of third parties, but it produces information itself, namely information about information. The most important question in this context is not whether the function of referencing by search engines is protected under the right to freedom of
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expression, but what level of protection should be attributed to search engines’ practices of referring to information elsewhere. It is possible that the weight of protection differs because of the type of communication. Referencing information might receive its own level of protection. This status could depend on the public interest in the publication of these references, and the status of the Internet more generally. Linking lies at the heart of the networked information environment. The fact that search engines in particular rely on hyperlinking to others can play a role in the assessment of the weight that should be attributed to their freedom to do so. On the other hand, the types of content the search engine refers to may play a role in the assessment as well.

In *Times v. United Kingdom*, a case about the protection of publications against defamation lawsuits after a considerable lapse of time, the ECtHR for the first time qualified the importance of the Internet for the promotion of the values protected by Article 10 ECHR.

“In light of its accessibility and its capacity to store and communicate vast amounts of information, the Internet plays an important role in enhancing the public's access to news and facilitating the dissemination of information generally. The maintenance of Internet archives is a critical aspect of this role and the Court therefore considers that such archives fall within the ambit of the protection afforded by Article 10.”

But in the same ruling the Court also lowered the protection for the publication of old newspaper articles on the World Wide Web. It did so by on the one hand stating an undefined but seemingly large margin of appreciation for the Member States to impose restrictions on the publication of news archives online, and on the other hand heightening the duties and responsibilities tied to such ‘ongoing’ publications.

“[T]he margin of appreciation [...] is likely to be greater where news archives of past events, rather than news reporting of current affairs, are concerned. In particular, the duty of the press to act in accordance with the principles of responsible journalism by ensuring the accuracy of historical, rather than perishable, information published is likely to be more stringent in the absence of any urgency in publishing the material.”

Referencing information does not in general qualify as a publication of public concern or as current affairs. At the same time, it could be argued that referencing information in search engines has become as necessary for end-users to inform themselves about matters of public concern as the underlying stories themselves. Without the appropriate freedoms to reference to stories about matters of public concern, many of those stories would not be effectively accessible.

In *Open Door* the Court touched more closely on the legality of restrictions on referencing information under Article 10 ECHR. The Court’s considerations contain a number of elements that are useful for discussing the implications of Article 10 ECHR in the context of search engines. The case involved an
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absolute prohibition under Irish Law against providing information about abortion facilities abroad. The Court concluded that the measures in question were disproportionate and were an infringement of Article 10 ECHR. The Court based its judgment on a variety of circumstances. First, it asserted that it was not illegal under Irish law to act on the information in question: it was legal under Irish law to travel abroad to receive an abortion. The Court further noted that the restrictions could have a negative impact on women’s health and called for careful scrutiny because other Convention countries tolerated these activities. Above all, the Court pointed to the absolute nature of the ban on referencing information about abortion facilities, which was therefore overbroad and disproportionate.

The Court’s conclusion in Open Door was strengthened further by a number of other factors. First, the counselors that were informing pregnant women about abortion facilities were not advocating or encouraging abortion, but merely informing women about the available options:

“[t]he decision as to whether or not to act on the information so provided was that of the woman concerned.”

This circumstance, and the fact that some women were likely to decide not to have an abortion on the basis of the information provided meant, according to the Court, that the link between the referencing information and the decision of certain women to act on this information was not as definite as presented by the Irish authorities. The Court also took into account that the information was not provided to the public at large. Moreover, the Court considered that the referencing information was also available through other means, such as in magazines and telephone directories, and that these other means contained lower professional guarantees with regard to the health interests of the women involved. Perhaps, nowadays the Court would have added a reference to Web search engines or the Internet to this list. Finally, the Court deemed the ban ineffective in preventing abortions abroad from taking place and in fact suggested that this particular restriction on reliable information about abortion facilities abroad was likely to have an adverse effect on the health of women.

Open Door shows that absolute restrictions on the publication of certain information should at least be consistent to be legitimate. The fact that banned information can still be accessed through other legal means can render a ban disproportionate. This conclusion of the Court is consistent with its considerations with regard to the illegal nature of the prior restraint in Spycatcher. These conclusions also resonate in the search engine context, for the simple reason that a search engine cannot prevent Internet users from accessing the information directly. This leaves open the possibility that it would be illegal to access the information directly. But at the least, it raises questions about the proportionality of legal restrictions on referencing information without action being taken against the actual source of the
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material. More generally, legal restrictions on providing references to certain types or sources of information could incentivize search engines to exclude material the indexing of which would be lawful. Through the doctrine of chilling effects, such restrictions are also relevant under the right to freedom of expression.

The prohibition on search engine providers of publishing references to certain specific types of content or specific online destinations comes closest to what we would call a prior restraint. This is a common phenomenon in countries like Saudi Arabia and China. In China, for instance, it is apparently prohibited to communicate references to publications relating to the Tiananmen Square protests in Beijing in 1989. In more democratic countries than China, including Germany and Argentina, there are court rulings in which search engines were ordered not to communicate any references to information about specific individuals. It goes beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the legitimacy of legal interferences on the search engine’s freedom to publish references in depth here or as the possible liability of search engines for referring to illegal or unlawful content. This will be addressed in Chapter 9.

Before discussing the protection of the communication of referencing information by search engines in more depth, it is important to address the communications that are a necessary to publish references on the basis of an index of online content in the first place, namely the crawling of the Web. Without crawling, the type of full-text search engines that have become the standard navigational tool in the networked information environment could not be offered.

Crawling consists of the use of specialized software that harvests the information which is available on the Internet through automated requests. In view of the ECtHR’s decision in Autronic, this kind of automated requests can be considered to be an important and specialized means of reception in the context of the Internet, protected by Article 10 ECHR. The search engine’s crawlers are a means of receiving information, in some ways a modern automated version of the researcher or journalist delving for sources of information by making phone calls, talking to people directly or looking through printed material. Article 10 ECHR does not explicitly refer to a right to gather information, but these communicative processes are generally understood to be included in its scope.

The automated and complex nature of crawling technology is directly related to the abundance of publicly accessible sources of online information. Crawling consists of the automated and repeated requests for content available online. The importance of search engines for the dissemination of information and ideas and the possibility of the public to inform itself could be one of the determining elements for the extent to which crawling and the subsequent indexing of references is protected and the question whether possible interferences are in accordance with Article 10 ECHR, second paragraph. Thus the protection against interferences with crawling by search engines could possibly be enhanced because of the importance of search engines in our information society.
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8.4.3 Search engine freedom: selection and ranking

Up to this point the analysis has focused on the protection of the search engine’s freedom to control the composition of its index and publish references. But the governance of the composition of the index and of the freedom to crawl and publish references is only half of the story when it comes to the governance of accessibility of information and ideas by search media. The real impact of these media stems from their selection and ranking technology and their interaction with information providers and end-users: the selection, ranking and presentation of references in response to particular queries. To what extent can search engine claim protection under the right to freedom of expression for their decisions to select a particular set of references as relevant in relation to a query? And to what extent can search engines claim protection for the way in which they rank these references once they present them to their users? Before discussing the answers to these questions, it is important to discuss the character of decisions about selection and ranking more detail.

The very fact that search engines select and rank the references for end-users implies that they do make decisions that entail a valuation of information and ideas. As a result, search media impose specific hierarchies on the relative accessibility of information and ideas through their services. It may be important to realize that a full understanding of the way in which search engines impose such hierarchies on accessibility and the impact this has on our public networked information environment is currently beyond our grasp. Seemingly, these hierarchies tend to be informed by a different mindset than traditional ordering mechanisms for knowledge, information and ideas, such as the ones we find in a library. Metrics of quality assurance by human editors have been automated and supplanted by relevancy and popularity algorithms. Moreover, commercial motivations have entered the domain of the organization of information and ideas on the Web due to the function of the Web in facilitating e-commerce and advertising. The incentives and subsequent strategies related to governance of the search platform are partly a result of its business model, i.e. a targeted marketing platform, where organic results are offered alongside sponsored results that provide for income.

Google’s search engine algorithms, and its PageRank algorithm in particular which was the core of Google’s search engine when it launched, are the best known example of the imposition of a particular hierarchy on the ranking of search results. Before Google, and in traditional information retrieval systems, the selection of a relevant set of search results from the index, before ranking, used to take place by imposing a binary measure of relevance between the query and the websites stored in the index. The subsequent ranking of these websites would take place by looking at the similarity between the query and the relevant websites. A website mentioning the University of Amsterdam, for instance, would be considered relevant for a user entering the queries [University of Amsterdam], [university] or [Amsterdam]. A website mentioning the University of Amsterdam 100 times would be considered, by the typical early Web search engine, to be more relevant than a website only mentioning it once. Not surprisingly, this did not always produce desirable results.
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Google’s PageRank algorithm was one of the early inventions about the way in which search engines could use the Web environment as a whole to be statistically predict the relative value of different websites in the index. The reputational and commercial economies of hyperlinks were already present before the development of PageRank by Google’s founders, as linking between websites were establishing the navigational paths of the visitors of the Web. Google cleverly harvested the value of information that was present in the linking structure of the Web by turning these links into the building blocks of a global ranking metric, in which online popularity and reputation is taken as a relevancy measure, and in which those websites that are more relevant are considered more likely to point to other relevant websites as well.

A decade later, Google’s selection and ranking algorithms have undergone major changes. While the linking structure of the Web may still play an important role in its selection and ranking, new ideas of how to improve ranking or establish baseline relevance have been developed. For instance, the choice of users for particular websites, expressed by their clicking behavior, now plays an important role in the ranking of search results. Most importantly, the actual selection and ranking does not follow from the use of a single smart algorithm but the combination of a large variety of algorithms and algorithmic corrections, which together produce a search engine’s output.

The seemingly dominant criteria for the valuation of information and ideas in commercial Web search engines, namely relevancy, popularity and marketing, can be contrasted with quality, independence, and institutional legitimacy, i.e. the traditional professional standards for the ordering of knowledge, information and ideas. As a consequence of their ranking and selection criteria, search engines are helping to disrupt the traditional boundaries between different spheres and hierarchies of information, such as the difference between independent information about commercial products and advertising, publications by experts and non-experts, and relevant facts and research and related fantasies and pseudo-science. General purpose search engines do relatively little to discern between these categories. Experts or laymen, politicians or activists, professional journalists or amateur bloggers, well known or little known people, companies or non-profit organizations, advertisers and independent product reviewers, all seem to enter the search index on the same footing and are allowed to acquire prominence on search engine results pages.

Although the centrality of major search engines in the networked information environment might lead one to conclude that they are a new type of powerful gatekeeper, search engines hardly exert strict gatekeeping power over the accessibility of information and ideas independently of information providers and end-users. The search engine is an interactive navigational tool, both in relation to information providers that want to reach an audience as well as in relation to its end-users who are entering and reformulating their queries. The communicative process between a search engine and an
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end-user is to a large extent shaped by the end-user’s input and choices. Search engines tend to rely on end-users to decide for themselves what to search for and where to go. The statistical character of the predictions of relevance also implies that they must be characterized as the mere suggestion of possible relevance, not a statement that these references are in fact relevant to the user.

Search engines usually rely a great deal on the information providers they reference. Information providers tend to control whether they are included in the first place and can influence their ranking in major search engines in various ways and degrees. Webmasters receive specific guidelines how to optimize their rankings in Web search services. The somewhat open nature of the private governance of search engine selection and ranking decisions and the possibility to influence and manipulate rankings has also given birth to a thriving industry of search engine optimization (SEO). As a result, the accessibility of online destinations in a particular search engine is not all but carved in stone, but instead is the result of a variety of interrelated streams of communications flowing in and out of the search engine’s service.

In view of the complexity of selection and ranking decisions by Web search engines, it may not be a surprise that information law and policy did not yet develop a proper understanding of the legal status of these decisions, let alone their protection under the right to freedom of expression. Most of the discussion of the proper legal treatment of these decisions by search engines in view of their impact on public and private interests has taken place in academia. Still, there are some legal cases and regulatory developments which directly implicate the protection of selection and ranking decisions under the right to freedom of expression, some of which will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter and the next chapters and which start to give an answer about the implications of the right to freedom of expression for their legal governance.

What is at stake in this discussion is the freedom of search engines to decide which selection and ranking algorithms to apply to the material in their index and their legal accountability for making specific decisions. Even if one accepts that there may not and should not be a legally correct way to select and rank references, it is possible that there are unethical as well as legally problematic ways of selecting and ranking search results.

There is very little case legal material to work with in Europe, but it is probable that general applicable law, such as tort law, privacy law or competition law, does limit search engines in their ability to apply certain selection and ranking algorithms at will. At the same time, the status of selection and ranking decisions under the right to freedom of expression should inform the proper application of these laws. Tort law, for instance would probably prevent search engines from deliberately ranking results in a way that damages certain parties without any proper justification, for instance by not selecting or devaluing a particular e-commerce provider while treating its direct competitors quite favorably. European data privacy and anti-discrimination laws probably may restrict the deliberate selection and ranking of results on the basis of sensitive personal characteristics, such as the ethnic background of the targets of search engine queries. More specifically, image search engines that would allow end-users
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to search for material on the basis of images of people, applying facial recognition technology, may be legally problematic in Europe.\textsuperscript{621}

Competition law may restrict the freedom to rank and select material in an anti-competitive fashion. In particular dominant search engines have a great impact on the underlying markets as well as the markets they operate in themselves. They could use their dominant position to harm competitors. Google for instance has been argued to have foreclosed competition in the market for online geographic services by starting to integrate its own service into its search engine (Google maps). In 2010, the European Commission has started to investigate a similar complaint relating to anti-competitive behavior with respect to other (vertical) search engines.\textsuperscript{622} There are a variety of other ways in which Google could compete assertively in the way it ranks and selects search results. It could, for instance, promote the millions of websites in its search results which are using the AdSense service, thereby impacting the broader market for online advertising services or prioritize YouTube in video search.

In the United States there have been a few cases involving the application of general laws in which the defending search engine claimed, and in one of them won, wide discretion over its selection and ranking decisions on First Amendment grounds.\textsuperscript{623} These cases, including a case about the refusal to run particular advertisements in sponsored search results,\textsuperscript{624} sparked debate about fairness and access in the search context, issues which will be discussed in more depth in Section 8.5.\textsuperscript{625} Although it is questionable how much weight should be attached to these particular decisions, a discussion of them can help to clarify the issues that are at stake.

The most famous of these decisions involved a conflict between Google and SearchKing, an online intermediary that seems to have been a relatively successful business because of a particularly good ranking in Google’s search results. SearchKing was not an e-commerce provider itself, but a paid-inclusion directory for local Oklahoma businesses. Sometime in 2002, SearchKing dropped in Google’s results resulting in significantly decreasing revenues for its clients, and a blow to its business model. SearchKing reacted by suing Google for tortuous interference with contractual relations, seeking injunctive relief. Google defended the deliberate devaluation of SearchKing in its rankings by referring to manipulative interference and the low quality of the information offering of SearchKing and its network of websites. Google also claimed that its rankings represented protected speech under the First Amendment. The U.S. District Court for the Western of Oklahoma agreed that ranking decisions were
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protected under the First Amendment. It concluded, with reference to a 10th Circuit case (Jefferson County\textsuperscript{626}) that

“A PageRank is an opinion – an opinion of the significance of a particular web site as it corresponds to a search query. Other search engines express different opinions, as each search engine’s method of determining relative significance is unique. There is no question that the opinion relates to a matter of public concern. [...] 150 million search queries occur every day on Google’s search engine alone. [...] PageRanks do not contain false factual connotations. While Google’s decision to intentionally deviate from its mathematical algorithm in decreasing SearchKing’s PageRank may raise questions about the “truth” of the PageRank system, there is no conceivable way to prove that the relative significance assigned to a given website is false. A statement of relative significance, as represented by the PageRank is inherently subjective in nature. Accordingly, the Court concludes that Google’s PageRanks are entitled to First Amendment protection.”\textsuperscript{627}

The Court subsequently concluded that the sought injunction would chill protected speech and would be adverse to the public interest. Actually, it went even further. It concluded that search engine rankings cannot give rise to a claim for tortious interference with contractual relations because they cannot be considered wrongful, even if the speech is motivated by hatred or ill will. Hence, the central premise of the Oklahoma Court seems to be that because there is no correct way to select and rank references there can also be no legally incorrect way.\textsuperscript{628} Hence the decision how to select and rank references is seen as the expression of an opinion, which is strongly protected by the First Amendment. The societal impact and possible damage should play out in the free market place of ideas. This reasoning is similar as in Tornillo, in which the Supreme Court established the First Amendment protection of newspapers’ editorial freedom. The Oklahoma Court could have added that it has yet to be demonstrated how government interference on the crucial process of selecting and ranking websites by search engines could be exercised consistent with First Amendment guarantees.

The legal consequences of the SearchKing judgment’s conclusion of bringing selection and ranking decisions under the scope of the First Amendment may obscure the fact that to do so may be quite reasonable. Leaving the predominantly technological and statistical nature of search engine selection and ranking decisions aside, the selection and ranking of references from the index in return to a user’s query seems highly comparable to an editorial activity, in many ways comparable to the decision of newspapers what to put in the paper and in which place. This may imply that these decisions should in fact be similarly protected, also in the European context under Article 10 ECHR. Notably, the result of bringing these decisions under the scope of the editorial freedom of the media protected by Article 10 ECHR, would in no way have the same implications for the possibility to limit this freedom to select and rank at will in specific circumstances, for instance when a search engine provably ranks a website lower for the sole reason it wants to harm the respective information provider.
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Another interesting aspect of the *SearchKing* decision is that despite automating most of its selection and ranking decisions, Google did not give up its right to select and rank individual sites manually and differently. More generally, the technological nature of the decisions about which selection and ranking algorithms to apply may lead some to conclude that these decisions are of a different nature than those made by humans and that this difference should impact the legal protection of these decisions under the right to freedom of expression.\(^{629}\) Search engines themselves tend to contribute to the view by claiming that their search results are mechanical, neutral and objective. Newspapers may have been expected to rely on certain well-respected organizational mechanisms for editorial decision making, in line with the ethics of journalism. However, the real criteria for the newspaper’s contents often remained equally unknown. In fact it would be considered an interference with the newspaper’s editorial freedom, if the law were to mandate complete transparency in these matters. Moreover, automation in Web search engine governance is to some extent a result of the massiveness of the Web and the related massiveness of the index. It is simply humanly and economically impossible to provide human evaluations of the relevance of websites for all the queries search engines respond to. And automated decision-making about the value of information is not only economical. Digital technologies have made it possible to incorporate the daily feedback from close to or over a billion websites in the editorial processes of the search engine. As a result, the automated nature of the selection and ranking decisions are directly related to the societal benefits of having modern accessibility technologies and services that are able to keep up with the abundance of information online.

A major problem in discussing the protection of ranking and selection decisions is that the actual ranking and selection criteria that search engines use are rather opaque and thereby impossible to evaluate specifically. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, search engines tend to keep details about their algorithms secret. Because of the lack of transparency about the operation of search engines, it is unclear whether the underlying principles for the governance of accessibility of particular search engines are informed by commercial, ideological or scientific principles. Arguably, by refusing to be transparent about the underlying principles for the selection and ranking of references, search engines refuse to publicly take responsibility for the search results they offer to their users. Thus, one could argue that search engines can hardly claim particular protection for the kind of selection and ranking decisions they make, unless they would be more explicit about those decisions.

Arguably, the comparison of the editorial freedom of the Web search engine to the editorial freedom of the press is problematic due to the commercial nature of search engines as well as the commercial nature of much of the speech they facilitate. This leads to another case about the First Amendment status of selection and ranking decisions, which involved the application of a general applicable law to the selection and ranking mechanism of *Roommates.com*, a platform and search engine for housing opportunities. The selection mechanisms were considered to be in violation of the anti-discrimination provisions of the Fair Housing Act (FHA). Roommates’ interactive service was facilitating its users’ individual and sometimes discriminatory sexual and racial housemate preferences by allowing them to express these preferences and subsequently matching users on the basis of these preferences. Roommates defended itself against the claimed breach of the Fair Housing Act by asserting the
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Communications Decency Act, section 230, and its First Amendments rights to free speech and intimate association.

The Roommates case is best known because of the 9th Circuit’s dismissal of Roommates CDA 230 defense, on the basis that the service was considered a speaker itself as regards the selection technology. The next line of defense, a First Amendment claim against the application of the FHA, was addressed by the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California after remand. The District Court argued as follows about the status of selection decisions of the service:

“it is far less obvious that Roommate’s prompting of its users to provide personal characteristics in order to use its service, or its use of that information in its search and matching functions, is “speech” protected by the First Amendment. Instead, those functions performed by Roommate, and the questions it prompts its users to answer, could be considered mere conduct rather than either speech or a communicative act expressing a viewpoint to which the First Amendment applies. [...] However, even if Roommate’s prompts for discriminatory information, searches, and matches could be considered speech, it would be, like Roommate’s publication of its users’ discriminatory preferences, speech of a commercial nature.”

After this conclusion, the Court proceeded by applying the test for the regulation of commercial speech, which ended up in favor of the constitutionality of the application of the Fair Housing Act on the Roommates service.

It seems questionable whether the application of the standard for commercial speech is warranted on selection decisions by referencing services. Why would the commercial nature of a search engine as well as the commercial nature of many of the websites in its index have to implicate on its protection under the right to freedom of expression in principle? The U.S. District Court’s conclusion seems at least inconsistent with the conclusion about the same questions in the context of the press. In Sullivan the Court explicitly considered that the paid-for nature of the advertisement did not matter for First Amendment purposes, while pointing to the contribution of the commercial business model to the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression. Hence, the fact that Roommates provided its services for remuneration should not automatically have had implications for the protected status of its communicative actions.

Both the SearchKing and the Roommates example relate to the application of generally applicable laws to selection and ranking by search engines and the question about the implications of the right to freedom of expression in such cases. However, legislatures could – in theory – decide to establish ranking obligations, for instance to increase the relative accessibility of certain information and ideas.

Broadcasting law already contains obligations with regard to the carriage and minimal representation of

630 On CDA, Section 230, see Section 6.4.4. See also Section 9.3.3.
632 See Section 5.5.3.
633 See Section 5.3.2.
634 See also Ardia 2010; Wilemon 2009.
certain broadcasting products, such as local broadcasting or programs in the interest of specific national minorities in view of the demands of pluralism. The possible extension of these obligations to minimal rules for representation in electronic programme guides for audiovisual media services would amount to sector-specific search engine regulation. Recently, a proposal for a ranking obligation was put forward in France in the context of the issue of online copyright infringement.\(^{635}\) It would require search engines to promote online services indicated as constituting a legal offering of content online by a new public authority through higher rankings.

Clearly, the selection and ranking of search results by dominant search engines is of major importance in the relation between search engines and end-users on the one hand and information providers and search engines on the other hand. The function of the search medium is to help Internet end-users find valuable websites. They also help information providers to reach an audience.

From the perspective of search engines as intermediaries between information providers and end-users, some have expressed concern about the unfair exclusion or unfair treatment of information providers by dominant search providers.\(^{636}\) This debate has focused on the proper resolution of the conflicting interests of information providers to reach an audience without undue interference by search engines or other selection intermediaries and the discretion of search engines to decide about the composition of their index and the ranking of results. In Section 8.5 the idea of a fair ranking obligation that has been proposed will be discussed in more depth, in particular the extent to which such obligations could be based on the right to freedom of expression of information providers, as for instance in the context of common carriage obligations on Internet access providers.

Other restrictions on the freedom to select and rank at will could be informed by the interests of end-users. The selection and ranking of results is at the basis of making search engines work for end-users. They will evaluate the quality of search engines in light of the information they are presented in return to their queries. Any ranking obligation therefore, if not specifically informed by and enhancing the rights and interests of end-users, runs the risk of harming them in their interest to freely inform themselves. It is possible to imagine several types of obligations with regard to ranking and selection that would be informed by the interests of end-users. Some have argued, with reference to democratic theory, that search engines should become more open and allow end-users to control the ranking of search results.\(^{637}\) Not the search engine, but the end-user would become the true editor of search results.

End-users do have an indirect impact on the ranking of results. Increasingly, selection intermediaries personalize their offering on the basis of the end-user’s location and behavior. They build profiles of their users to facilitate further personalization and better targeting of the advertisements that are sold. In other words, search engines have started to discriminate between end-users. If such discrimination
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\(^{635}\) See Manara 2009.


\(^{637}\) See Rieder 2009.
would start to harm certain groups of end-users, this could be another reason for governments to intervene. One of the ways the law could possibly intervene is by granting end-users more control over the personalization of information services and, for instance, offering the opportunity to opt-out of profiling or to edit and share their profiles. At the same time, governments can try to use and courts can take account of existing personalization based on location to establish jurisdiction over search engines, maybe even mandating such personalization, thereby limiting end-users’ ability to switch between different localized versions of search.638

There is already one legal obligation with regard to the ranking and presentation of search results which is widely accepted, namely the obligation to delineate sponsored results from organic search results. The typical search results page contains two types of references: on the one hand references to information providers that are shown without financial reward, and references that are shown for payment. Both in Europe and the United States it is considered a legal obligation that search engines be transparent about this difference. These and other possible obligations on search engines in view of the communicative freedom of end-users will be discussed in section 8.6 and in more depth in the Chapter 10.

8.4.4 Search engines: editorial control, freedom, duties and responsibilities

The ECtHR’s arguments in Open Door discussed in section 8.4.2 imply that the reliability of referencing information and the professional context in which information is communicated strengthens the protection a communicator receives under Article 10 ECHR. This is in line with the Court’s case law on the duties and responsibilities that are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression in Article 10 ECHR and which will be discussed in more detail below. Before asking about the proper duties and responsibilities of search engines when selecting, ranking and publishing references, the question should be addressed how much responsibility search engines actually take in the context of the governance of the composition of their index and the selection and ranking of search results. This question can help to further qualify the way in which the selection and ranking decisions of the search engine should be seen as editorial ones.

In the context of the press, the newspaper’s decision to include or exclude is conceptualized as editorial and protected by the right to freedom of expression. Editorial freedom is one side of the coin, editorial responsibility the other. By publishing a story, the newspaper not only exercises its control over the contents of its medium, but it also takes responsibility for the decision that the story is worth being printed. This kind of responsibility is typically absent in the case of a search engine’s inclusion of references. Due to the navigational function of search engines for the Web, the fact that information is available online is itself a reason to include it in the index. Moreover, not only do general purpose search engines not try to control everything that goes into their index, they also do not tend to know and neither try to monitor everything that can be found with the use of their services.

638 Several European countries have established specific requirements for country specific search services but neither of them requires them to block access to other country-specific sites entirely. In China, Google’s non china specific version was regularly blocked. See also Section 9.2.
It is important to note that editorial control by search engines over the contents and optimization practices of the websites they reference is not necessarily absent either. Search engines can easily exert control over inclusion and exclusion of references and actually do so in a number of instances. Search engines have to guard the quality of search results against so-called ‘spam’, meaning websites which unduly interfere with the automated processes of indexing and ranking. Spam protection is typically based on the enforcement of webmaster guidelines and minimal standard of relevance. It does have some parallels with the filtering of unsolicited e-mail by Internet access providers. Spam protection in the context of search engines is necessary precisely because of a lack of editorial control by search engines with regard to the inclusion and ranking of websites. If a library would allow the public to place books on the library shelves and insert references into the library catalogue, they would probably have to assert a similar type of oversight to delete references and manipulation of the system.

Of course, search engines also evaluate the quality of their search results more generally and change their algorithms and search engine rankings accordingly. General purpose search engines systematically analyze the behavior of their users by looking at massive amounts of user data. They also let human evaluation teams look at the quality of search results. Sometimes, the evaluation may lead to direct manual changes to search results, for instance in specific cases of search engine manipulation by content providers. Sometimes, the solution to what is considered a problem of search quality is solved by introducing new algorithms. Reported examples include the degrading of the rank of directories with paid-for references in view of the lack of original content, such as SearchKing discussed above, as well as the defusing of the so-called Google Bomb, where Google used to return the website of the President of the United States, George W. Bush in return to the query [miserable failure].

Looking at dominant general search engine practices, they seem to aim for comprehensiveness of their index on the one hand, while on the other hand dealing with matters of information quality through their selection and ranking algorithms, which reflects the observation of Marres and De Vries discussed earlier in this chapter. This does imply that they cannot defend the availability of the references in their index with the argument that they are all carefully selected. Still, the decision of search engines to include websites in the index should probably be considered an editorial decision as much as specific decisions to change the selection and ranking algorithms. The question about the editorial nature of the decision to in or exclude is not only relevant when assessing the protection against restrictions on the communication of references. It is at least as relevant when addressing the possible conflicts of interest between information providers and search engine providers about access. In the context of Internet access providers this issue was addressed in detail, in particular the question of to what extent an access provider would be able to claim a right to freedom of expression not to provide access, as is the case with the press. This led to a similar discussion whether the decision of an access provider to block communications between information and end-users could be considered editorial.

639 See Google 2007b; Sullivan 2010a. See also Section 3.3.1.
641 On the question of ‘editorial freedom’ of Internet access providers, see Section 6.3.2 and Section 6.4.4.
Unlike in the case of Internet access providers, the relation between information providers and search engines, while also considering the interests of end-users, arguably entails a genuine conflict of protected interests under the right to freedom of expression. The reason is that there is a variety of reasons to exclude or disregard particular sources of information, based on the role of search engines in the networked information environment. This role does include consideration of the quality and relevance of information.

An example may help to illustrate the fact that there may not be a single right way to make these choices. Consider the relatively simple query for [travel insurance]. There is a variety of actors and types of information that could be argued to deserve representation in the set of results the end-user receives. Of course, travel insurers would like to be found. And if many end-users are using the search engine service, insurers would probably be interested in paying for additional representation in the form of advertising. There are many other sources of information that could be included in search results, such as independent consumer organizations which offer advice about the quality of travel insurance and independent bloggers and customers who have written something about the current market’s offering. Some may argue that the second type of information should be considered more valuable for end-users. Others may respond to that prioritization with the complaint that this would be unfair for the first category, while it would also force insurers to buy advertising to reach end-users at all. And these types of information providers are only the beginning of a list of conceivably relevant sources of information that could be selected by a search engine. All sorts of other information related to travel insurance, and insurance more generally, could be included. Notably, some of these information providers can be expected to actively compete for user attention in search engines, whereas other information providers would remain passive.

To be able to make these choices at the scale at which general purpose search engines operate, search engines rely on automated decisions and machine learning involving a variety of statistical predictions about the meaning and value of the queries and the information in the index. This may sometimes produce results that would not have been selected by a human editor and could dissatisfy specific information providers or parts of the general public. However, since the amount and variety of queries can simply not be handled by humans and the Web is constantly changing, Web search engines cannot be expected to make a careful ex ante and fair evaluation of the set and ranking of references for each single query, such as the query mentioned above.

To a large extent, the legal debate about the possible obligations of search engines relating to the composition of their index has focused on obligations to remove references to unlawful or harmful material. Some commentators, however, have argued that dominant search engines should be restricted in their freedom to exclude material from their index and should act as common carriers. This issue will be discussed in more depth in the next Section.
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642 See also Section 10.2.4.
643 As mentioned above, major search engines do tend – and acknowledge – to have quality control by human evaluators. See Google 2007b; Sullivan 2010a.
Like any other entity that would assert protection under Article 10 ECHR, a search engine will carry duties and responsibilities that are tied to the exercise of its rights. The question is what these duties and responsibilities could be argued to entail in the search engine context. As was shown in Chapter 5, according to the ECtHR the duties and responsibilities, ex article 10 ECHR, depend on the technical means used for expression and dissemination. The Court has stated that:

“[…] whoever exercises his freedom of expression undertakes “duties and responsibilities” “the scope of which depends on his situation and the technical means he uses. The potential impact of those means must be taken into account when considering the proportionality of the interference.”

To which the Court added in its more recent judgment Stoll:

“These considerations play a particularly important role nowadays, given the influence wielded by the media in contemporary society: not only do they inform, they can also suggest by the way in which they present the information how it is to be assessed. In a world in which the individual is confronted with vast quantities of information circulated via traditional and electronic media and involving an ever-growing number of players, monitoring compliance with journalistic ethics takes on added importance.”

These last considerations do seem to resonate in the context of search engines. In line with the Court’s reasoning in Open Door, it seems to imply that the more a communicator does to enhance the quality of information, the more it can claim protection. In particular, professional standards with regard to such quality and the mode of communicating serve as an extra line of defense against interferences. Most search engines, as noted above, do fairly little to guarantee a threshold of minimum quality of the information to which they provide references. Generally, the lack of editorial control and oversight over the inclusion of references could weaken a search engine’s protection against interferences under Article 10 ECHR. And if the average quality of search engine references were to be deemed very low, they could hardly claim any protection against interferences with their right to freedom of expression under Article 10.

But there are good arguments in favor of less stringent duties and responsibilities as regards the quality of references. It is important to note here that the duties and responsibilities can cut both ways. On the one hand, they can be argued to imply responsibility on Web search providers to guarantee the quality of references. On the other hand, they could be argued to entail a duty on search engine providers to be comprehensive and not to exclude references lightly. From the perspective of quality, one could argue that entities that govern the accessibility of information will have to be the ones to sift the wheat from the chaff through filtering, the exclusion of references and the imposition of hierarchies informed by conceptions about information quality. But from the perspective of access, the entities that govern accessibility should be inclusive instead of restrictive.
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644 ECtHR 14 June 2007, Hachette Filipacchi Assoscies v. France, § 42
In reality, the choices of search engines with regard to the inclusion of references fall somewhere in between the two poles. Although Web search engines tend towards comprehensiveness, a truly inclusive search engine simply does not exist. Large parts of the Web remain excluded from search engines, because of technical reasons such as file formats, crawling speed and the size of the Web, because of compliance with webmaster instructions not to crawl their content, because of the exclusion of manipulative results, because of various legal reasons, and because of self-regulation with regard to illegal and harmful content. At the same time, none of the major search engines exercises the kind of editorial oversight with regard to the quality of specific references as discussed in the example of the query [travel insurance] above.

And of course, the important question from a legal perspective is not whether and in which ways search engines could start to guarantee the quality of their references but whether they ought to do so. By exercising stronger editorial control over the composition of their indexes, search engines would end up being much more restrictive and it would be likely that much of the Web would become harder to find for end-users. In *Open Door* the ECtHR referred to the normative principle that a communicator that leaves the decision to act upon its communication to the receiver cannot – in principle – be blamed for those decisions. The more passive – or maybe better facilitative – the communicator is with regard to the decisional autonomy of its audience, the more protection it receives against interferences that seek to prevent a certain reaction by the audience. The protection search engines would receive would therefore be enhanced by their facilitative role as regards the interests of end-users.

These two perspectives lead back to the paradox of access and quality. From the perspective of access, search engines should help end-users to navigate the entire Web. Any exclusion of references from the index would interfere with this primary function. The ECtHR’s case law suggests that search engines can defend a choice for inclusiveness with the argument that it is precisely their societal role, in the interest of facilitating accessibility, to provide references to all the sources of information on the Web. The scale at which general purpose search engines operate implies that they cannot check the lawfulness and quality of all the information they refer their users to. This may in particular be the case for the non-dominant search engine providers which most likely have fewer resources to proactively deal with issues of quality in their indexes. They could do so by prioritizing websites they consider of high quality, while still aiming for comprehensiveness of their indexes. That being said, a search engine that put more energy into reviewing websites and limited its index to references of established quality and relevance could arguably claim protection under the right to freedom to expression to defend its choice to exert editorial control over its index.

It is striking that while claiming their freedom of expression right to rank information providers freely, search engines do not readily take responsibility for the subjective nature of some of the decisions they make in the process of determining winners and losers in the networked information environment. For instance, in response to a favorable ranking of the anti-Semitic site Jewwatch in return to the query [Jew], Google responded that its
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646 Notably, compliance with robots exclusion protocols is sometimes argued to be mandatory. See also Section 10.2.3.
“search results are generated completely objectively and are independent of the beliefs and preferences of those who work at Google.”

Since 2007, the words “completely objectively” in this explanation about Google search results have been omitted. To be fair, in both statements Google does take some responsibility for its choice not to manually interfere with the favorable ranking of Jewwatch.com. Strikingly, however, the statement now contains an even more sweeping statement of disinterest in the quality of its results:

“The beliefs and preferences of those who work at Google, as well as the opinions of the general public, do not determine or impact our search results.”

Considering the dominant position of Google in the search engine market, there may be some room for improvement here. In fact, the potential impact of the medium and the nature of the content that can be found through a search engine are considered relevant for its possible duties and responsibilities which exist in the European context. On several occasions the ECtHR clarified that the particular impact of media has to be taken into account when considering the permissibility of interferences by public authorities. For instance in its Jersild judgement, the Court concluded as follows with regard to the nature of audiovisual content.

“In considering the "duties and responsibilities" of a journalist, the potential impact of the medium concerned is an important factor and it is commonly acknowledged that the audiovisual media have often a much more immediate and powerful effect than the print media [...]. The audiovisual media have means of conveying through images meanings which the print media are not able to impart.”

While the Court seems to refer to the impact of a certain medium, such as audiovisual media in this case, the question could be asked of whether the same logic could be applied to the context of search media, dominant providers such as Google in particular. Looking at Web search media, it could be argued that major general purpose search engines with a particular strong societal impact, would have enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their widespread use and their impact on the different value chains in which they operate. As a result of particular selection and ranking decisions, dominant search providers like Google may have a disproportional impact on the governance of accessibility. The need for particular legal restrictions on their freedom to make access, selection and ranking decisions which would harm the legally protected interests of others, including the communicative liberties of information providers and end-users, may be more easily established. Such restrictions could be argued to reflect enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their dominant position. However, the need to respect the freedom of search engine providers to make their mediating choices freely would remain and interferences with their protected freedom would need to be both effective and proportional.
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8.5 Search engine freedom and the interests of information providers

8.5.1 Introduction

The interest of information providers in the governance of Web search engines is to be present on the search engine’s platform and to find their way to an audience. What is at stake for information providers can also be formulated in terms of representation. If no search engine includes a particular source of information, this would deprive it from an important means to acquire attention and legitimacy. Search engines, dominant search engines in particular, help to establish the winners and losers in the competition for end-user attention.

The impact of dominant search engine selection and ranking decisions goes beyond the mere accessibility of information and ideas. The impact of Google’s search platform means that representation in Google is directly related to the degree of success or failure of many online activities, be they economic or political.650 Moreover, several studies show that end-users consider a high ranking in a popular search engine as an independent sign of information quality.651 For many, inclusion in Google’s results alone has become an important point of reference with regard to the mere ‘existence’ of online information. This leads to the belief that all that is excluded from Google and other general purpose search engines can be legitimately excluded or disregarded elsewhere. In fact, Google’s ultimate goal, according to one of its founders, is to make itself indispensable for anyone interested in anything.652 The search engine index is marketed to its users as a reliable copy of reality itself.

8.5.2 Search engine freedom and the ideal of unmediated mediation

In the previous section it was argued that the right to freedom of expression may actually protect the search engine operator to make selection and ranking decisions freely, thanks to the editorial character of its mediation between information providers and end-users. It was also shown that search engines do not readily take responsibility for the way they make those choices. When justifying those decisions to rank some information providers worse than others, search engines often refer to their role in relation to end-users. This reference to the interests of end-users can also be found in Jennifer Chandler’s characterization of the speaker’s interest in their relation to search engines and selection intermediaries more generally. Drawing on the ideal of an unmediated public sphere, Chandler stresses

"the right to reach an audience free from the influence of extraneous criteria of discrimination imposed by selection intermediaries. If selection intermediaries block or discriminate against a speaker on grounds that listeners would not have selected, that speaker’s ability to speak freely has been undermined."653

The freedom of information providers to each an audience thereby becomes based on the freedom to select of (specific) end-users. This principle as formulated by Chandler, comes closest to the ideal of
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universal access: if discrimination or blocking of sources takes place, it should be transparent and end-users should be able to control it. The filters for adult content that are typically installed on major search services are an example of the adherence to this principle as formulated by Chandler.

But one can raise a number of objections to the application of this principle to the governance of search engines more generally. First, the role of search engines is to help users find valuable information and ideas. To be able to offer their service they have to make some choices about the relative value of information and ideas for end-users. Second, it is debatable whether selection intermediaries should not be allowed to prioritize information and ideas in a way that does not directly reflect end-user preferences. Why would it be wrong for selection intermediaries to try to represent a variety of different speakers and sources of information in their search results and not allow end-users to block or discriminate between results? In other words, it is possible for selection intermediaries to add value by making a determination independent of end-user preferences. The ideal that the public library adds value by confronting its patrons with its entire collection and presents its patrons with a carefully selected corpus of knowledge and cultural heritage which may not all be according to their preferences are examples of this.

Overall, search engines may be in a better position to decide which information is useful, relevant or valuable than end-users themselves, not excluding the end-users’ possibility to critically evaluate these decision afterwards. In fact, this is what search engines are doing all the time. If research about information searching behavior is to be taken seriously, end-users are looking for relatively easy answers, not an incredible range of choices of high quality for every specific search. \(^{654}\) Generally, it seems fair to assume that end-users are relying on search engines to make intelligent selection and ranking decisions for them, instead of having to make all those decisions themselves. From the perspective of the public interests in the opening up of the Web, understood as the process of connecting information and ideas online to their societal use, it may be better to focus on the quality of the decisions Web search engines end up making than to deny them the freedom to make these choices in the first place.

8.5.3 Information providers’ control over search engine governance

With regard to the interests of information providers to reach an audience through search engines, it is important to acknowledge the amount of control they have over search engine governance in practice. Dominant search engines have given information providers a lot of control over their indexing, ranking and the content of references. Information providers can typically control whether they are indexed in the first place by using instructions like robots.txt. They can influence how they and others are ranked by following ‘white hat’ search engine optimization guidelines, for instance by integrating their information offering through the establishment of links with the rest of the Web. They can control how they are presented when they are included by stipulating a title of their page or offering a so-called site map.

\(^{654}\) Research on information seeking behaviour shows that most users stop searching when they found a satisfactory answer, not the best answer. See Section 3.3.1.
In fact, search engine governance currently entails a degree of control for information providers over the governance of accessibility by Web search engines which may be antithetical to the interests of end-users. As mentioned above, webmasters *de facto* have complete control over inclusion of information in search results. Even a popular publicly accessible website can exclude itself from all major search engines with the simple placement of an instruction to search engines on its website. And the search engine optimization industry, which is a direct result of the reliance of search engine rankings on third party signals, is paid by information providers to reach end-users, not to enhance the fair representation of sources of information and ideas in search results.

This begs the question about possible legal restrictions on information providers to compete unfairly – for attention – through Web search engines. Currently, the formulation and enforcement of search engine optimization guidelines is left to search engine providers. The public interest in search engine quality may warrant regulation of so-called Web spam, i.e. websites exerting undue influence on search results through their deceptive publications. Web spam is perhaps not as visible as e-mail spam but it is a major problem. The possibility to influence search engine results and rankings is the main driver of the SEO industry. The problem is that unlike in the case of e-mail, the distinction between Web spam and legitimate publications is hard to make without restricting the right to freely publish on the Web. In general, there is no such thing as an unsolicited online publication. Of course, there are a range of legal restrictions on the lawfulness of online publications, but these are not directly related to the context of search engines. Defamation law, trademark law and a range of other laws restrict the freedom of information providers to impart information and ideas online, they similarly restrict the freedom of information providers to reach an audience through search engines. It may be very hard to formulate effective and legitimate additional legal restrictions on publications because of their negative impact in search engines, but do not restrict publication of lawful material online.

### 8.5.4 Restricting lawful information from entering the search engine index

Increasingly, the effectiveness of search engines in opening up information and ideas online leads to legal and regulatory pressure on the responsibility of the actual publishers. Generally, the global nature of the Internet produces this effect. If national States would all be allowed to claim jurisdiction over all online publications, we could end up with a global lowest common denominator of legally permissible online speech. In the context of search engines, a similar tendency would be observed to have information providers not only carried responsibility for the decision to publish certain information and ideas, but also for the subsequent further dissemination of the publication by search engines. The result could be that in certain cases, it would end up being illegal to publish online what could have been legally published offline.
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From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression legal restrictions – on information providers – to allow for the further dissemination of lawful publications through search engines are problematic. Nonetheless, there seem to be some legal proposals and developments in this direction, in Europe in particular. An example is the restriction on the further dissemination of certain publications through search engines by the use of robot exclusion protocols. More specifically, the law would mandate that information providers cannot let certain publications be indexed, because they are considered to be unsuitable to be opened up through a search engine. European data protection authorities have started to interpret data protection law as posing some limits on the freedom of information providers to make publications involving personal data crawlable.\(^{660}\) Under certain circumstances, web publishers are expected to use protocols such as robots.txt to ensure that certain personal data – a legal category in EU law which includes all information relating to identifiable natural persons – cannot be found in search engines, except when visiting the actual site on which they are published.\(^ {661}\) The mandatory standard use of exclusion protocols by social network sites that guarantee that the users of such sites cannot be found in search engines is an example of adherence to this practice. Others have proposed that the safe harbor for third party material on websites, such as comment sections on blogs, should be made conditional on the use of robots exclusion protocols for these parts of the website.\(^ {662}\) Interestingly, these proposals all rely on the assumption that it would be illegal for search engines to disobey robot exclusion protocols. Although it is widely accepted that it is good practice to obey these instructions, it makes a difference if such good practice is turned into a legal obligation.

The idea that certain sensitive, controversial or possibly illegal information can be published online but should be excluded from search engines may be understandable from the perspective of the concerns relating to the wide publicity of personal and reputational information. Search engines greatly diminish the practical obscurity of the information they index and can facilitate the accessibility of information and ideas of questionable quality. Information that is traditionally made public mandatorily, such as public records containing personal information, is now more easily accessible. Information which was not traditionally published at all, such as conversations and debate between readers in reaction to news and current affairs, has found permanence on blogs, message boards and comment sections.

The low average quality and sometimes illegal nature of such end-user conversations might also warrant leaving these end-user driven conversations, which do not necessarily abide by the standards of responsible journalism, in the obscurity of the un-indexed Web. However, a legal regime which would mandate such exclusions would be problematic from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. To state it mildly, the idea that public authorities have a role to play in obscuring lawfully published information is difficult to defend.\(^ {663}\)

It is possible that further self-regulatory practices will emerge with regard to the exclusion of information from search engines. Some argue that the press should exclude older material from their

\(^ {660}\) See Dutch Data Protection Authority 2007. See also Van Hoboken 2008a.

\(^ {661}\) Dutch Data Protection Authority 2007.

\(^ {662}\) Kerr 2007.

\(^ {663}\) Notably, an exception is the protection of minors against content that is considered harmful. See also Section 9.2.
Internet archives which could negatively impact on the reputation of persons. The line of reasoning could be that through the doctrine of duties and responsibilities undertaken by publishers of information exercising their freedom of expression under Article 10 ECHR, the absence of a robot exclusion instruction could impact on the determination of the lawfulness of a restriction on an online publication. There are two related objections to such self-regulatory practices, both grounded in the ideal underlying the right to freedom of expression that the societal circulation of information and ideas be “uninhibited, robust and wide-open.” First, it is questionable whether it is good practice for search engines to obey exclusion instructions if information providers use it to try to obscure legal and publicly accessible information which end-users would be interested in reading. Maybe it is ethical for search engines to do exactly the opposite. Second, there is a lot of pressure on search engines to limit the findability of information in their services, precisely because it is one of the primary effective means to find information and ideas. Information that is excluded is still ‘public’ in theory, but in many ways it simply ceases to exist. The pressure on search engines to prevent any perceived harm resulting from the opening up of the World Wide Web can easily result in the ‘self-censorship’ of perfectly valid online sources. To limit risk, information providers would simply exclude controversial information on their site from search engines, and search engines would obey these instructions to keep up good relations with the sites they need to crawl and escape possible litigation. The results would be a bias towards uncontroversial information and ideas in search engines.

8.6 Search engines and the freedom of end-users
8.6.1 Introduction

The freedom of expression interest of the end-user of any kind of information service or medium is typically characterized as the freedom to inform oneself freely. The use of search engines has become a daily activity for end-users. End-users rely on search engines to find information about news, products, services, diseases, travel destinations, political candidates and more. Knowledge workers like journalists and academic researchers rely on general purpose search engines for their daily activities. Ultimately, it is the fundamental interest of Web search engine users to become an informed citizen and consumer that is at stake. It may come as no surprise that there is disagreement about what is needed to facilitate this process.

8.6.2 Search engines and the end-user’s interests: access and quality as conflicting perspectives

The disagreement in the legal and regulatory debate about end-users interests in the context of search engine governance maps fairly well to the conflicting ideals of universal access and quality discussed earlier in this chapter. The ideals of universal access on the one hand and information quality on the other hand correspond with the following conflicting perspectives on the needs of search engine end-users.
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On the one hand, end-users are portrayed as perfectly capable of navigating information and ideas on the Web, precisely because of effective information location tools, which, if possible, should be improved upon to increase the transparency of the corpus of online information for end-users even more. This side would hold that end-users have been liberated from traditional gatekeeping institutions and institutionalized paternalism. They can and should be allowed to decide for themselves what is useful, relevant, harmful, informative or entertaining. More particularly, they should not be hindered by restrictive indexing policies of search engines, possibly as a result of applicable laws and policies, in their freedom to find information online. In line with this perspective, proponents of end-user control have argued that end-users could and should have even more control over their search process, for instance by being able to choose between or completely control the different ranking algorithms and the possible personalization of search results.

On the other hand, end-users are often portrayed as lost, mislead, confused, injured, and otherwise negatively affected by the current state of affairs of accessibility of information through search engines. This state of affairs is typically portrayed as giving those end-users that want to do harm or commit crimes the tools to do so. For example, there have been a number of proposals and legal measures to limit the ability of end-users to use certain words and signs as queries. In 2007, European Commissioner for Justice and Home Affairs Frattini sought industry cooperation “to prevent people from using or searching dangerous words like bomb, kill, genocide or terrorism”. This particular call for self-regulation was not taken seriously. It’s actually hard to imagine how a search for genocide could be considered harmful or dangerous.

Obviously, both characterizations of end-users – one focusing on empowerment and access, the other on quality and harm – are simplistic projections of particular viewpoints. Still, this might fit the role of listeners, viewers or end-users in media law and regulation more generally, which often remains what Helberger calls ‘a spiritual one’. The perceived interests of end-users were and remain decisive in regulatory debates about media freedom, but rarely does media law or policy involve them directly.

From a European regulatory perspective, the notion of the ‘media-literate viewer’, and ‘media literacy’ more generally, has become the point of reference in the regulatory debate about the interests of end-users of various media, including search engines. The concept of the media-literate end-user incorporates a variety of perspectives on media use, including the citizen and consumer perspective in the relation between end-users and the media. Media literacy is generally defined as “the ability to access the media, to understand and to critically evaluate different aspects of the media and media contents and to create communications in a variety of contexts.” While media literacy is being promoted in media law and policy, the rise of the regulatory notion of the media literate end-user is also a signal of a diminishing role of government in media regulation. Regulators no longer need to decide what is in the interest of the public, but can rely on more active end-users instead. Notably, the
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European notion of media literacy is rather ambitious, including with regard to search engines. In the European Commission’s view the concept specifically includes “feeling comfortable with all existing media”, “being able to assess information, dealing with advertising on various media, using search engines intelligently” and “understanding the economy of media and the difference between pluralism and media ownership”. Paradoxically, besides placing a focus on end-user choice, the notion thereby also signals a high level of government interest in the end-users actual use of new media.

Search engines are used by a wide variety of end-users with different degrees of skills and knowledge. Many professionals use the same search services for their research as laymen do. Journalists have become mass users of Web search services. The Internet in combination with effective search tools is a tremendous tool for self-education. It is also a tremendous source of confusion, annoyance and controversy. Obviously, there are groups of end-users that simply lack the education or the necessary skills to turn the abundance of information online into an advantage. What is important to recognize is that many of the problems that the least skilled may experience will not be easily resolved by placing obligations or restrictions on search engine providers. Many of the problems of Internet end-users simply exist at the more fundamental level of education and general knowledge skills or are a direct result of the uncontrolled nature of Web publishing.

And it must be admitted that almost everyone uses search engines without having a very good idea about their actual functioning. The complexity of Web search technology makes it impossible, even for the best informed users, to know what is really going on if they type in their search queries in different search services. And most will recognize that, when receiving a ranked set of search results, it is quite difficult to judge the relative quality of different search results without considerable background knowledge about the possible sources of information and ideas that the search engine could have referred to. It is easier to find information online than to assess its quality. What remains is a set of functioning hyperlinks, which can be used or discarded. Simply put: every search of the Web in a search engine like Google is a new experiment. While this may be said from the perspective of end-users it is similarly true from the perspective of search engines themselves. At Google, “[e]ssentially all queries are involved in some test”.

8.6.3 The end-user: consumer or citizen?

The freedom of expression interests of end-users in the context of the governance of search engines involves both consumer as well as citizen aspects. It includes the typical civic engagement with media, in
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particular with an eye on forming an opinion about matters of public concern. The heavy use of search engines during political campaigns may serve as an example from this context. But it also includes the freedom to become an informed consumer. In free-market based societies, consumer freedom has become a fundamental aspect of informational autonomy. Obviously, the consumer and citizen aspects of media users do not always align. In the context of mass media it is generally accepted that commercial motivations can create biases with regard to the editorial content. To prevent commercial motivations from dominating editorial decisions, newspapers tend to have a formalized separation between editorial and commercial governance of the organization. European audiovisual media regulation still contains a number of restrictions on advertising, sponsoring and product placement, such as the legal constraint that news broadcasts cannot be sponsored.

The tension between editorial and commercial motivations and the parallel citizen and consumer aspects of end-users is quite present in the context of Web search services and possibly unresolved. It may simply be hard for search engines to balance the competition for consumers in their services with their role in facilitating culture and knowledge. The advertising based business model of major search engine providers may lead to additional tension between these two different value chains, since it will incentivize search engines to focus on the consumer needs of their user.

Most early search services, and search engine portals in particular, used to put quite some emphasis on commercial interests. The user-friendly search engine that Google started offering in 1998, with its improved ranking algorithms, could be seen as placing emphasis again on the interests of end-users to find online information. In their well-known academic research paper about the PageRank algorithm, Larry Page and Segey Brin, at that point still working at Stanford University, wrote a special appendix about the tension between end-user interests and commercial incentives, which was in their view inherent in an advertisement based business model:

“[W]e expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers.

Since it is very difficult even for experts to evaluate search engines, search engine bias is particularly insidious. [...] Less blatant bias [is] likely to be tolerated by the market. For example, a search engine could add a small factor to search results from “friendly” companies, and subtract a factor from results from competitors. [...] Furthermore, advertising income often provides an incentive to provide poor quality search results. [...] In general, it could be argued from the consumer point of view that the better the search engine is, the fewer advertisements will be needed for the consumer to find what they want. This of course erodes the advertising supported business model of the existing search engines. However, there will always be money from advertisers who want a customer to switch products, or have something that is genuinely
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new. But we believe the issue of advertising causes enough mixed incentives that it is crucial to have a competitive search engine that is transparent and in the academic realm.”

According to some sources, Google’s founders remained reluctant to introduce advertising on their service. Reportedly, they were in general quite negative about the value of marketing and considered industry practices around the year 2000 unethical and contrary to the interests of the end-user. When they did introduce targeted advertising and perfected it into the ‘AdWords’ programme, it made Google into a revolutionary business success.

It is fair to state that it is more commercially compelling for search providers to satisfy end-users with advertisements than with unpaid for results. Google’s advertisement space has been expanded and advertisement prominence has been improved ever since. Moreover, Google seems to aim for the perfect ad: that is the ad that actually satisfies the end-user better than any other search result. Similarly, when Microsoft stopped the development of search products for academic materials in 2008, it pointed out it would focus on search with high consumer intent. The debate about search engine quality and advertising will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

8.6.4 End-user Privacy

The ambiguity of commercial search providers towards the end-user’s interest in accessing information freely may be most striking when it comes to end-user privacy. All major Web search engines are offered for free, but they make their users ‘pay’ with unprecedented amounts of personal data. Search engine providers, like most other Web-based services for end-users to be fair, tend to log every single detail about the use of their services. The educated end-user that has an idea what is going on in terms of user data processing is still presented with a give or take with regard to their user data when it comes to searching the Web. If a person chooses to use any of the major search services without taking precautions to limit the possibility to track themselves, they have no access to or control over the data that is being collected, nor are they able to limit its subsequent use in significant ways. This data is usually stored in various unidentified locations, accessible to national security agencies, law enforcement agencies, and third parties in accordance with a variety of local laws. Google’s CEO at some point even defended the extensive collection of user data with the argument that it can help government agencies combat crime and terrorism.

The unparalleled amounts of data that are being recorded by a handful of search companies and the special role of search engines play as the first points to access information online, lead privacy regulators across the world to express concerns about the data collection and processing practices of major search engines. In 2006 two international policy documents on privacy and search engines were
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adopted, containing statements and recommendations on end-user privacy. In 2008, the Article 29 Working Party issued an official opinion as to the application of European data protection law to the context of search engines. Data retention periods for individual search log data were of particular concern. The Article 29 Working Group also noted the impact of detailed processing of end-users at an individual level on the fundamental right to privacy as enshrined in Article 8 ECHR and the right to access information freely, in particular without surveillance by public authorities, as enshrined in Article 11 of the European Charter of Fundamental Rights. The Article 29 Working Party pointed out that detailed profiles were being stored and possibly used by third parties and governments:

“An individual’s search history contains a footprint of that person’s interests, relations, and intentions. These data can be subsequently used both for commercial purposes and as a result of requests and fishing operations and/or data mining by law enforcement authorities or national security services.”

Arguably, the user’s privacy is a precondition for the fundamental right to search, access and receive information and ideas freely. Information seeking behavior could be seriously chilled if the main available options to find information online entail comprehensive surveillance and storage of end-user behavior without appropriate guarantees in view of intellectual freedom. Chapter 10 will address the protection of user privacy from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression in more detail.

8.7 Conclusion
The aim of this chapter has been to develop a general theory for the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search engines, a theory denoted by ‘search engine freedom’. The analysis of Chapter 5, 6 and 7 clearly showed that freedom of expression implications were informed by the dominant normative conceptualization of the societal role being fulfilled by the press, the Internet access provider and the library respectively. Hence, one of the underlying aims of this chapter was to demonstrate the way in which such a role for search media in the public networked information environment could be conceptualized. By comparing search media’s function in the networked information environment with the functions of the entities studied before, a number of conclusions could be drawn.

Search media combine a passive (conduit/access) and active (editorial/selective) role in their production of meta-information. The search engines’ role is related to the relative accessibility of information and ideas online. They do not, like publishers, produce content themselves, and compared to traditional editorial media they are more passive. At the same time, however, search media are inherently more active in their mediation than a passive conduit, as for instance an Internet access provider. It is not the role of search engines to facilitate access to everything equally. After having established an index, search engines rank and select information and destinations online in return to user input in ways that, if
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anything, resemble editorial media like the press, albeit in respect to a much larger variety of information.

When looking deeper into the societal role of search engines, two conflicting ideals emerged: the ideal of universal access on the one hand and the ideal of information quality on the other hand. The first ideal for search engines is to help end-users to navigate the entire Web, by crawling and ordering it and making the material in the index transparent and the underlying sources of online information accessible. The second ideal is to prioritize valuable information and ideas over lesser ones. The analysis showed how the general purpose search engine, by definition, has to reconcile these conflicting ideals in its operations and that much of the regulatory debate about the responsibility of search media could be explained with reference to the tension between these different ideals.

The tension between information quality and information access that exists in the public networked information environment did not exist in the same manner in the public information environment predating the Web, in which the organization of access to information for the public tended to be separated from the organization of basic levels of quality and legal permissibility. Access was restricted to everything ‘fit to print’ and their editorial freedom and responsibility was seen as an essential element of a functioning free press and democracy. Likewise, the public library first selects the sources it will subsequently make accessible and applies information quality criteria in this context. After having established a collection, a transparent accessibility infrastructure, informed by professional principles for the organization of knowledge, it would ensure access to the materials that had been selected. For access providers to such a relatively controlled information environment, most of the discussion about liability and filtering in Chapter 6 would have been unnecessary.

Web search engines help to establish the relative accessibility of information and ideas in the networked public information environment. This lead Dutch philosophers of science Marres and De Vries to make the claim that the societal legitimization of knowledge in the networked information environment takes place through processes of opening up, understood as the process of connecting information and ideas online to their societal use. If one follows this logic, the overarching public interest in the legal governance of Web search engines, from the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression, lies in the establishment of a rich and robust societal infrastructure for the opening up of the Web.

This characterization of the public interest in the governance of accessibility of the Web is attractive precisely because it captures both perspectives, i.e. access and quality, which arguably lay at the core of search engine governance. This reasoning also clarifies that search engine providers have to make non-trivial choices with regard to the balance between quality and access. In the networked information environment publicity is no longer restricted to entities that offer a priori legitimacy to the information and ideas they make public. And the choices are not only non-trivial, they are of a political nature and involve the complex balancing of different public and private interests, including the interests of end-users and information providers that depend on search engines as well.

When looking at the specific implications of the right to freedom of expression on the governance of search, the analysis showed that under Article 10 ECHR the search engine should be able to claim
protection for its publication of references on its website as well as the process of crawling that makes it possible to offer a search engine in the first place. The protection of the search engines selection, meaning the selection of a set of relevant websites related to a specific query and ranking decisions under the right to freedom of expression may be one of the most interesting legal questions discussed in this chapter. In the United States there is some early case law which establishes First Amendment protection for selection and ranking decisions by search engines. In SearchKing a U.S. District Court applied the editorial freedom standards as developed by the Supreme Court in decisions such as Miami Harold and Sullivan to the freedom of search engines to decide freely how to rank and select references in response to user queries.

Considering the fact that operating a search engine logically implies a fundamental choice about the way to value online resources, there is much to be said for this part of the Court’s conclusion. In other words, the choice of search engine operators how to select, rank, and present should be considered an editorial process, which deserves protection under the right to freedom of expression. The predominantly technological nature of the way in which these choices are expressed says less about the nature of this underlying process than about the massiveness of the index and the way in which technological innovation has offered new ways to organize and provide access to digital information collections. A proper understanding of the societal role of search media points in the same direction; by curating the relative accessibility of information in their index, Web search engines reconcile the ideal of universal access and navigation of the entire Web with the ideal of information quality.

Notably, accepting that a search engine providers’ decisions how to select, rank and present would be protected by the right to freedom of expression does not imply, at least not in the European context, that such freedom would be unlimited or could not be restricted in view of other fundamental values. The conclusion that there may not be and should not be ‘one correct way’ to select and rank search results does not logically imply that there cannot be any legally impermissible ways to do so when offering search media online. First, one can imagine certain editorial choices by search engine operators that could be unlawful in and of themselves, such as the choice to implement algorithms that are specifically directed at causing harm or that cause harm while having no justifiable purpose. Second, the right to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10 ECHR is not absolute and may be restricted in the interests and freedoms of others. It is possible to imagine legitimate restrictions being imposed on search engine operators, dominant search engines in particular, that aim to ensure that the fundamental interests of information providers and end-users remain sufficiently respected. This question, which points to a possible positive role of the state to safeguard the right to freedom of expression in the governance of search, will be more thoroughly addressed in the next and final part of this thesis.

Of special importance in the European context is the question about the duties and responsibilities of search engines which are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression. The duties and responsibilities under Article 10 ECHR are tied to the exercise of one’s expressive liberties, and need to be interpreted in the present day conditions with regard to the new media environment, in which, in the Court’s view, they have taken on an added importance. The potential impact of the medium and the nature of the content that can be found through a search engine will play a role in the determination of
its possible duties and responsibilities. In other words, it is likely that major general purpose search engines such as Google, which has a particular strong impact on the public information environment, could have enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their widespread use. In this context it is worth noting that the Court’s case law seems to imply that the more a communicator does to abide by professional standards with regard to quality and the mode of communicating, the more it will be able to defend itself against interferences. Most search engines do fairly little to guarantee a threshold minimum quality of the information they provide references to. Generally, the lack of editorial control with regard to the actual content referred to and the lack of professional oversight over the inclusion of references could weaken a search engine’s protection under Article 10 ECHR.

But there are other arguments in favor of less stringent duties and responsibilities as regards the quality of references in search engines. Arguably, duties and responsibilities should cut both ways. On the one hand, they can be argued to imply a professional responsibility on Web search providers to care about the quality of their references. On the other hand, they could be argued to entail a duty on search engine providers to be comprehensive and not to exclude references too lightly. In fact, an important normative principle in the Court’s case law (Open Door) is that a communicator that leaves the decision to act upon its communications to the receiver cannot – in principle – be blamed for those decisions. The more facilitative the search engine would be with respect to the decisional autonomy of its users, the more protection it would receive against interferences which seek to prevent a certain reaction by the audience.

The protected interests of information providers under the right to freedom of expression can be best understood as the freedom to be present in the search engine’s index and thereby to find their way to an audience. What’s at stake for information providers in the context of dominant general purpose search engines could also be formulated in terms of representation. Hence, de-indexing by a dominant search engine is particularly problematic from the perspective of legitimate information providers. Legal issues related to the de-indexing of websites will be discussed in Chapter 9. The same may be said about an unfavorable treatment through selection and ranking decisions. However, it is impossible to argue that all information providers could have a legal claim to enter a dominant general purpose search engine index, as well as receive a favorable treatment by selection and ranking algorithms. Besides being impossible in practice, this claim would overlook a variety of legitimate grounds upon which a search engine could have for de-indexing or unfavorable ranking, including grounds directly related to the protection of search engines providers under the right to freedom of expression and the interests of the end-users.

With regard to search engine users, ultimately, their interest under the right to freedom of expression in the context of search may be best understood as a right to inform themselves freely by exploring the Web to its full potential, using available search technologies and services which enhance the findability of information, ideas and resources in the public networked information environment. The use of search engines has become a daily activity for end-users. End-users rely on search engines to find news and other resources, to inform themselves about products, political candidates, diseases, and to reach destinations and other online services. The user’s freedom obviously implies a right to be able to choose which available navigational media to use. In addition, the user has a general interest in navigational
media of high quality. In Chapter 10 the question will be explored to what extent these interests of end-users could inform additional legal and regulatory involvement directed at the search engine market.